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This book is a wake-up call for Baby Boomers. This era, born between 1946 and 1964, is the first to settle
in far-flung suburbs. The last chapter of the book is a to-perform list for Boomers on the brink of change.
It is more difficult than modifying the house to minimize steps or curbs. Aging-in-place, especially in
suburbia, does not fit the conventional advise offered to seniors. The new issues are what goes on when
our suburban homes are oversized, as well inefficient to heat and cool, and demand too much
maintenance and yard work? Do big suburban homes support a high quality-of-aging, particularly if
single, older women are in control? Nearly 1 in 5 people beyond age 65 submit the keys and no longer
drive. Even more compelling, what goes on if Boomers select to age in place, but their capability to be a
secure driver declines with age group? Yet, in the event that you settle in suburbia there are few
alternatives. 70 % of suburban homes are beyond the reach of public transportation, and many don't have
adequate sidewalks and locations to walk. "Aging in Suburbia" is the first book to weave together the
interconnectivity of house, transport and aging. The reserve tackles head-on the true issues of ageing that
Boomers, and their adult children, have collectively selected to push forward, and not deal with.
Ultimately the problem must be handled and you will see impacts on specific lifestyles, plus knock-on
effects for real-estate marketplaces and sales. The author, a national professional on transportation and
planning, provides technology based solutions for Boomers. Because they age, Boomers must confront
whether far-flung suburbs are ideal for their pension years. THE INFANT Boomers will be reinventing
retirement, and this book may be the essential guide. That is a significant book that breaks brand-new
surface on aging in America.
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a necessary read for BOTH the Boomers and those who understand us A FANTASTIC and enlightening
go through, particularly for me, as a mid-Boomer (as the writer is). Reads a bit just like a thesis and is
relatively repetitive, but definitely best for getting folks to consult themselves these queries about way of
living and aging. Even though I commuted for 30+ years, I regarded it necessary to let the nicer home and
larger yard. A Valuable Help Boomers, Millennials and Suburbanites I am deeply involved with aging
related matters in my own town and Ms. The economy has changed The pendulum is definitely swinging
back again. As Dr Gould points out, the days of home ownership as a retirement ATM have passed,
departing us to figure out what to do following. She sites (exhaustively) figures that hit VERY Near home
for me personally and my peers, regarding how we move forward if we can age-in-place as we prepared
twenty years ago. Gould's book for Boomers, Millennials and suburbanites of all generations. Bottom line,
this is a necessary read for BOTH the Boomers and those who would know how we got right here and
how we might move forward. Interesting, but difficult, read. Thanks a lot Dr Gould for a thoughtprovoking work! Just okay The book is short, and lots of the points the author makes are repetitious. Just
how many ways can you say a similar thing? Plus predicting the near future is hard and some predictions
aren't actually happening. Sure, everyone hates the suburbs, so why are they still developing? An
important reserve that highlights oft-ignored crucial issues of our time A significant book for Americans
of all ages to read. Dr. Reads a bit like a thesis and is relatively repetitive Something of a primer on the
subject -- very little here I haven't already thought through for myself in age 66, nonetheless it needed
collecting in one location. As an associate of the cohort, I also "drove until I could afford" casing,
meaning far away from the town. Regardless of the dearth of topics, why doesn't the author discuss more
about low income people moving to the suburbs, for example? The writer synthesizes many interrelated
conditions that will increasingly influence the lives of so many. The policies, choices, and developments in
housing, transportation, and technology over the last 50 possess significant implications, which are laid
out succinctly in this book. Many urban planners and financial analysts have comprehended these trends
for years, but this publication presents these ideas in a apparent and concise manner that can be
understood by the common reader. Gould's reserve was timely, useful and useful for my open public and
private actions.Jane has condensed a great deal of research into a factual guidebook. Not only is this book
highly informative and useful, but it is quite fun to learn, with lots of interesting charts/graphs. A WAKEYOU-UP CALL for Baby Boomers and the Next Generations A wake-you-up call about the future cost of
suburban property. Aging in Suburbia makes 'locked in lifestyle' suburbanites consider whether to sell
now or afterwards and where you can go if they do sell. Idea provoking book that hits home for
retirement right now and in the foreseeable future. She offers a view of the future in the context of where
we've come from.. The need for living near to transport is underscored, and is certainly supported by
thorough research. Baby boomers and other generations. and how exactly we must best adjust to it if we
are to age in . This is a book so revelatory and unexpected that I feel blessed to have obtained a review
copy. Five Stars Well researched and a great go through. As a lifelong town dweller, I haven’t thought
much about suburbia except in order to avoid going there, but “Aging in Suburbia” not merely investigates
the ordinary topics of its name it creates a breathtaking sweep to the turmoil made by fresh
technologies—from the past due 19th/early 20th century intro of power and its social results, to the
influence of computer systems and smartphones. A revelation and an excellent read as well. If you have
ever wondered about the adjustments occurring in our society, from crumbling infrastructure to why
antiques are not offering, Jane Gould’s exciting new reserve provides answers. Looking forward to even
more from Jane Gould.Done well Jean Gould. SENIORS, who once deserted metropolitan areas for
furthest exurbia are actually coming back, un-willing or unable to pay the purchase price for housing that
has become redundant for empty nesters and others anxious for town life. Car-dependency and high
transport charges for tradespeople are also main complaints. Really not worthy of the price. Gould

describes the mess we've created but suggests that time and technology allows us to function our way to
avoid it.Highly recommend. This book offers a concise overview of important issues, specifically housing
and transportation, as they relate with our society.. This is a well-written, thoughtful and easy-to-read
book that challenges you to believe critically about how technology is up-ended future living
arrangements, specifically for baby-boomers and the ones who currently live in (and intend to retire in)
the suburbs. As a late baby boomer who hasn't given much thought to retiring, where I'll live, or how
much the world will be transformed within the next ten to two decades because of the digital revolution
in technology, I came across Dr. Gould's evaluation both counter-intuitive (who gives much considered to
aging-in-place until we get to a certain age and/or our parents begin to fall apart actually?) and
compelling. Gould makes all kinds of interesting and illuminating connections between your formative
influences on boomers in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s and how technology has changed our lives and the
world where we have now live and how it'll continue to perform so. Dr. Extremely compelling. Dr. Gould
problems us to think about that future, and how exactly we must best adapt to it if we are to age in place
when we retire and commence to physically decline. Today, significantly less appeal because of this
arrangement. Not merely is this book highly informative and useful, but it is extremely fun to read This
book is a real eye-opener - especially for seniors, but also anyone contemplating where to live. From a
public view, Aging in Suburbia provides current data and implications re housing, transportation and
financial areas of aging set up. From a private view, I have friends and family living in bedroom
communities that are straight impacted by the events and situations surrounding the ageing Boomer
population. I recommend Ms. Might not happen, we'll observe. It offers a new consider the data and
extrapolations of use to all three groups.
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